
14.15 Review
14.15.1 Key knowledge summary
14.2 Landscapes formed by water• Through the processes of erosion and deposition, water shapes the coastal landscapes of the world.• Coastal landscapes can change on a daily, seasonal or long-term basis.

14.3 Coastal erosion• Continued wave action from destructive waves erodes coastal environments creating a wide range of
landforms.• Erosion can also be caused by tectonic activity and by human use of coastal environments.

14.4 Which coastal landforms are created by deposition?• Continued wave action from constructive waves deposits sand along coastal environments, creating a
wide range of landforms.• If unmanaged, depositional landforms can present challenges for the management of coastal
environments.

14.5 Managing coasts• As human and natural impacts continue to change coastal landscapes, it is vital that these
environments are carefully managed.• Coastal management can include hard and soft engineering techniques.

14.6 Indigenous use of coastal environments• Indigenous communities have been using coastal environments for at least 65 000 years.• Shell middens can be found across Australian coastal landscapes and provide archaeological evidence
of Indigenous life and land use.

14.7 Comparing coastal landforms• The unique environmental and climatic conditions of different places in the world can create similar,
yet different landforms.

14.10 How does water form river landscapes?• Rivers contain incredible erosive potential, which is used to sculpt landforms along their upper, middle
and lower courses.

14.11 Managing river landscapes• People rely on rivers for a range of needs including agricultural, industrial, commercial, residential and
recreational purposes.• The human demand on rivers makes proper management essential.

14.12 Landscapes formed by ice• The pressure of slow-moving glaciers can create unique and dynamic landscapes.• The impacts of climate change are reducing the size and number of glaciers around the world.
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14.15.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

14.12 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

<content to come>
1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has

your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?
2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

Interactivity Landscapes formed by water crossword (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

KEY TERMS
backwash the movement of water from a broken wave as it runs down a beach returning to the ocean
barge a long flat-bottomed boat used for transporting goods
deposition the laying down of material carried by rivers, wind, ice and ocean currents or waves
destructive wave a large powerful storm wave that has a strong backwash
downstream nearer the mouth of a river, or going in the same direction as the current
ecosystem an interconnected community of plants, animals and other organisms that depend on each other
and on the non-living things in their environment
erosion the wearing away and removal of soil and rock by natural elements, such as wind and water, and by
human activity
field sketch a diagram with geographical features labelled or annotated
flash flood a flood that occurs very quickly, often without advance warning
groundwater water that seeps into soil and gaps in rocks
human features structures built by people
intermittent describes a stream that does not always flow
longshore drift a process by which material is moved along a beach in the same direction as the prevailing wind
moraine rocks of all shapes and sizes carried by a glacier
peninsula land jutting out into the sea
perennial describes a stream that flows all year
prevailing wind the main direction from which the wind blows
physical process continuing and naturally occurring actions such as wind and rain
shell middens Indigenous archaeological sites where the debris associated with eating shellfish and similar
foods has accumulated over time>
swash the movement of water in a wave as it breaks onto a beach
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